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(54) Transmission power control method and communication device

(57) A receiving power is measured at a step 101.

An initial value IP and an increment value PI for a trans-

mission power are determined at a step 102 according

to the receiving power measurement value. An

expected transmission power P is set to the initial value

IP at a step 103. At a step 104, it is determined whether

the number of transmission times exceeds or not a pre-

determined number N. When the number of transmis-

sion times exceeds a predetermined number N, the

operation goes back to the processing step 103. When
the number of transmission times does not exceed a

predetermined number of times N, a test signal is trans-

mitted with the expected transmission power P at a step

105. After the transmission of the test signal, at a

processing step 106, receipt acknowledge signal ACK
from a receiving station is waited in a predetermined

period of time. If no receipt acknowledge signal ACK is

received in the predetermined period of time, the

expected transmission power P is increased by the

amount corresponding to PI at a step 107 and the oper-

ation goes back to the step 104. On the other hand, if

the receipt acknowledge signal ACK is received in the

predetermined period of time, the data which want to be

transmitted is transmitted with the expected transmis-

sion power P at a step 108.
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Description ^ , . . . v; " sion power the more significantly the other channel (s)

: r •» ... -r: • is/are interfered.. Reduction of,fye transmission power ...

[0001] The present invention relates toa transmission may be a :solution> this problem. However, smaller,

.

power' control -'method and a" communication devtefe -v>< transmission power results in, a longer.period required^

adapted from 'that -method. ' More specifically, the' - s; for repeated; transmission of data, before it is rreceived .

(

present invention relates to a transmission power con- - ;
correctly This means, that, the other <*annel(s) is/are.

trol method -and a icommunication device ;for; packet interfered for a longer period.
r .

transmission- or i random, access in communication [0005] As apparent from the. above, once the 'initial >
devices using the Direct Sequence Code Division Mutti- value for the transmission power and an. incrementing

pie Access (DS-CDMA) architecture. - >. n • to amount for the transmission power are determined, the .

[0002] = Random access communication systems using . transmission power is increased, while reset to the ini-

DS-CDMA include those derived.from the TIA/EIA/IS- ; tial value a number of times, until the transmitting station

95-A standard for use in the United States, "MobilerSta-v receives the data acknowledge signal (ACK) from the-

tion Compatibility Standard for Dual-Mode Wideband: i'Z receiving station. Accordingly.^data, are. transmitted an

Spread Spectrum Cellular System", May 1995. Thesys- , is increased number of times, interfering with other chan-

tem set forth in this standards herein referred to an IS- .i nel(s) for, a longerperiod. Briefly, the.abovermentioned

95 system: For transmission of data in a random access : prior arts.have no mechanism to adjust the transmission

manner, a- communication device using the IS-95 sys- power properly. JThis would be a.cause of such a iQnger

tern transmits the data repeatedly with increased trans- interference period. ,\-
-

-

v i; -

mission power until it receives a data* acknowledge 20 [0006] n In addition, the amount of interference als<p

signal (ACK) from a receiving station indicating .sue- increases due to the repeated transmission of data. In

cessful receipt of the transmitted data. At the time when the above-mentioned prior arts, data are transmitted at ..

the transmission power reaches a predetermined maxi: the increased number of times until the transmission,

mum value, the transmission power is reset to an initial power becomes a proper level. The amount of interfer-

value to continue transmission. The initial value forthe 25 ence increases as well with the increased number of .

transmission power is determined at the transmitting transmissions.'
,

station depending on received power of signals trans- [0007] , The conventional transmission power control
,

mitted from the receiving station. i-^ir methods ,
using the vabove-mentjoned IS-95 system.

[0003] The packet transmission supplies data in some waste much power and thus dissipate a
t

significant,

cases as in the random access transmission. Two con- 30 amount of power, sacrificing battery lifetime. Theabove-

trol systems have been proposed for the packet trans- mentioned control;system A begins data transmission

mission in TRANSACTIONS OF THE IEICE, rJapan after an initial value for the transmission power is deter- .

1997, pages 420 and 422: The former one is referred mined depending on the received signal power. With an L

herein as a control system A and the latter a control sys- improper initial value, other communication channel(s).v
tern B. These systems employ different power control 35 that use(s) the .same frequency band range can pe .

methods at the beginning of a transmission. The trans- interfered, r v - > , ;

mission-power is; controlled in either system according [0008] The above-mentioned control Sjystem B. has a

.

to control signals supplied from a receiving station after problem in determining the transmission power of reser-...,

the second time slots of the transmission. Transmission vation packets, . More specifically, excessively large .

begins with an initial value for the transmission power 40 power for reservation packets may cause interference

determined depending on the received signal power in with other communication channel(s), while reservation,

the control system A. The receiving station supplies packets with smaller power may fail to be received by a

more control signals during the first time slot than during receiving station and then they will be retransmitted. In

the second and later time slots. On the other.hand, the addition, the dynamic range that is used to indicate the

control system B involves exchanging reservation pack- 45 initial transmission power should be sufficient. • ^

ets between a transmitting station (sender) and a [0009] An object of the present invention is to provide^

receiving station (receiver).' The receiving station deter- a transmission power control method and a communica-

mines the initial transmission power of the transmitting tion device that transmit no signal with improper power,

station depending on the received signal power of the eliminate.wasteful transmission, and reduce interfere

reservation packet and then- notifies the transmitting 50 : ence, if any, with other.communicatioachannel(s). ,

station of the initial transmission power. [001 0] A transmission power control method accord-

.

[0004] Conventional transmission power control meth- ing to 'the present invention comprises: measuring?

ods using the above-mentioned* IS-95 system transmit received power of signals transmitted from a receiving^

data several times with the power not being adjusted station; determining an initial value, of transmission

properly. Thus the transmission interferes significantly 55 . power according to a .
measurement value

.
of the

with other communication channel(s)- that use(s):the received power; and initiating transmission of a signal

same frequency range as the communication device in with the transmission power set to .the determined initial

question. It is understood that the larger the transmis- value. In . this . method, durjng the .transmission *
the

2
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transmission power is increased until the receiving star

tion returns a receipt ac^owledge' signal to the trans-

mitting station and the transmitting station detects the

receipt acknowledge signal: The initial ' Value is " :

decreased when the received power ini the currerrt com- s,:

municition is larger than
1

that in the previous communK " <"

cation, while the initial value is'increaSed when the v

received power in the current communication is smaller

than .that in the previous communication.. The initial

value Is changed 1
ait a smaller rate: in increase than; in > 10

decrease. *; f f^* ~i> '
. ~"~ *

>

[0011] ' ' A cbmmuri^tbh device according to the ; r

present invention fempriises: a receiving unit forreceiv-

ing signals' from a 7feciBiving station; a power measuring ^

unit for "measuring power ? of the- received signals; a- -is

acknowledge signal detection unit for detecting a receipt

acknowledge signal in the received signals;- an initial -v

value determining unit for determining an initial value of

transmission power according to the received signal

powermeasured bythe power measuring unit such trtat 20

the InitiaP value is
7,
deereased when the pbwerof

received signals' in the current communication is larger *

than* that in th& previous communication, while it is

increased when the power of received signals in the cur- 1 <

rent communication is smaller than that in the previous 25

communication, and such that the initial value is

changed at a smaller rate in increase than in decrease; i

and a transmitting unit that initiates transmission of data^ ;
l '

with the initial value of transmission power determined

by the initial value determining unit, increasing gradually *wo

the transmission power until being notified of detection t *

of the feceipt acknowledge signal.
: . u ' a~>

[0012] • Mn the present invention, the initial value of*

transmission power is carefully controlled. The initial

value is'tiecneased when the received power of signals ' 35

in the current communication is larger than that in the ;

previous c»mrnunicatioh.: Any ' interference with other

communication chahriel(s) can thus be reduced. On the

other hand, the initial value is increased when the

received power of- signals in the current communication 40

is smaller than that -in the^previous communication. /

Because the increase rate of transmission power is set - :

smaller than the decrease rate, any interference with

other communication channel (s) can also be reduced.

[0013] According to the present invention, an incre- 45

ment value of transmission power is made larger, when

the measured valuS of the received signal power in the

current communication is smaller than that in the previ-

ous Communication, than that when the measured value

of the received signal pfbwer in the current communica- so

tion is large'r than that in the previous communication.

[0014] In the present invention,-the increment value of:

transmission power is darefully controlled. Because the

initial value of transmission power in the present inveri-
1

tion is increased in a relatively smallamount, a larger ss

number df times will be required for updating the power.,

to a sufficient level for receiving if the increment value is •

thS
1

same. With : this "respect; the increment value is

made large when the measured value of the received
,

signal power in the current communication is smaller

than^that: in^the - previous communication..
:
This rnakes

possible -to reduce the number- of times, required for.

,

updating the.transmission power, to-a sufficient; Jevelfor

receiving. ^ . >.v - -v*
, rK'.-ii-:^-)

'

[0015] According tothe present invention,.a;test signal

is transmitted until the acknowledge , signal, detection-

unit detects.a receipt acknowledge signal.; In response,

to detection of a receipt acknowledge vsignal/the-data-,

which want to ; be transmitted are transmitted with the
*

transmission power at theitime of detecting the receipt

acknowledge signal. : o - ... ,.t ,\

[0016] Furthermore, in the present invention; the test *

signal is used to obtain the desired transmission power,.

The test signal may be a signal, that lasts for a shorter

period than *the object data: This? allows reduction of

any interference-with other communication channel(s).,/

Fig^1 is a time characteristic diagram that indicates

state ;of data transmission for use in describing

;

operation of a prior art;
-
t , . :

-
.

•<• »i

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a communication device;

according; to a first embodiment of the : present

invention; • . ' tv. .

'

Rg: 3 is a flow charfcfor useJn describing operation <

of the communication device according to.the first,

embodiment of the present invention; ;

; :
-

Fig. 4 is a time characteristic diagram that indicates

state of: data transmission for use in describing,

operation of the communication device according to,

the first embodiment; * -v r y (

T
. , ^

Fig. 5 . is a characteristic curve for a transmission

power initial value for use in describing operation^

the communication device : according to. the first

embodiment; . or w ,

Fig. 6 is a time characteristic diagram that indicates

state of; 'data transmission for use in describing -

operation of thexommunication device according to

the first embodiment; , ,

Fig.. 7 is a characteristic curve for a = transmission

power increment value for use in describing opera-

tion of the communication device accordjng to.the

< first embodiment;, .< ,-. 4 . f ,

Fig. 8 is a time characteristic diagram that indicates,

state of data transmission for use in describing

operation, of the comrnunication.device according to

the first embodiment; and ? .
. . ;

Fig. 9 is a block diagram of a communication device

:

according to a second embodiment of the present

.

invention.

[0017] A first.embodiment of the present invention is

described in detail with reference to the drawings.

Referring to Fig. 2, a communication device according

to ari embodiment of the present invention comprises a

receiving antenna -24, a demodulation circuit 23, an

ACK detection circuit 25.; a. receiving power measure-.

3
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5 EP 0 917 304 A2 6

ment circuit 26, an initial value determining circuit 16, an. .,*.> IP/ At a processing step 104, the transmission power

increment value determining circuit 17, a transmission -. control circuit 15 determines whether/ the number of
::

power control circuit 15. a timer 18, a modulation circuit-.'- o -transmission times exceeds
;
or. not a ^predetermined

13, and a transmission antenna 14. *
. .

:

'

r
; ^ . . r* r> , number N. t - When the number of. transmission times

[0018] The receiving power measurement circuit 26' s ; ' exceeds apredetermined number.M, tbe operation goes

measures 1 power of a signal (receiving power) received :
' -."back to the processing stepit03. When the number of

by the demodulation circuit 23. lTHe ACK detection cir- * • * transmission times does, not exceed a predetermined-,

cuit 25 determines whether 3 receipt acknowledge sig- *' : number N, the modulation circuitr13 transmits the test

nal ACK is present or hot In an output j of the1 ,1:
' signal with .-,the expected transmission,, power P :

demodulatibh ^ circuit 23? The initial value determining w (processing step 105). After the transmission of the test

circuit 16 determines a transmission power initial value
r signal, at a processing step, 106, the. transmission

IP according" to a measurement value of the received • power control circuit 15 waits for receiving the, receipt

signal power supplied from the receiving- power meas- * acknowledge signal AGK from the receiving station for a

urement circuit 26. The initial value determining circuit ; 5:1 predetermined period of time that is set by the timer :1 8.-

16 increases the transmission power initial value IP -is 'If no receipt acknowledge signal ACK is received in the.

when the received signal power in the current communi- : ..

predetermined period of the at the processing step 106,

cation is smaller than that in the previous comrnunica- • #ie transmission power control circurt
£
1 5 increases the,

tion. On the other hand, the initial value determining • : ^expected transmission power P by the amount corre
rr

circuit 1 6 decreases the transmission power initial value jSponding to PI (processing step 1 07) and, the operation

IP when the received: signal power in the current com- ' 20. goes back to; the processing step. 104. On the :other

munication is larger than that in the previous communis <. band, if the receipt acknowledge signal ACK is received

cation. The- initial , value determining circuit 16 ' iri .

^

e predetermined period of time at the processing

determines the transmission power initial value IP such . step 106. the object transmission data is transmitted

that the transmission power initial value IP is changed at
~

: V«th the expected transmission power P (processing,

a smaller rate in increase than in decrease. The; mere-." 25 step 108). „, ;
-*

_r ~>

ment value determining circuit 17 makes an incrementv
.. " t [0020] Fig. 4 is a view illustrating the transmission,

value PI larger when the received signal power in the . * power as a function, of time in the data transmission by

current communication is smaller than that in the previ-. ^ cusing the above-mentioned transmission power control,

ous communication, than that when the received signal ' *i * The short test signals are transmitted before the trans-

power in the current communication is larger than that in : "30 mission of the object data. The first test signal is trans-

the previous communication: The transmission ; power* emitted with the transmission power of the initial value, IP.

control circuit 15 switches transmission signals between. .> The transmission power control circuit 15 waits for the

test signals and the data which want to be transmitted. ' v .receipt acknowledge signal ACK for a time* period; of TA

The transmission power control circuit 15 . instructs -
- after the transmission of the test signal. If no-receipt

beginning/ending of data transmission as well as the 35. acknowledge signal ACK is received in the time period

transmission power to the modulation circuit 13. The - olTA, the next test signal is transmitted with the trans--

modulation circuit 13 transmits, according to the instruc- v < mission power increased by the amount corresponding

tion from the transmission power control circuit 15, the 4o PI. Then, the transmission power control circuit 15

test signal with 1 the transmission power which is ^ waits for the receipt acknowledge signal ACK for. an

increased gradually from the' transmission power initial 40. additional time period of TA after the transmissipn of the

value IP. In response to detection of the receipt acknowl- - . second test signal. This transmit-and-wait . cycle is

edge signal ACK by the AGK detection circurt 25, the- ' .repeated with the transmission power increased gradu-

transmission power control circuit 15 instructs to trans- - - ally. In response to receiving the receipt acknowledge

mit the object data with the transmission power at that ."« -v signal ACK, the object transmission data is transmitted

time of detection J The test signal used is a known signal 45 with the transmission power at that time. If the transmis-

that lasts for a shorter period than the object data. * « sion power is increased excessively due to no receipt

[0019] Next, operation of the communication device . -acknowledge signal ACK is received, the transmission

according to this embodiment is described with "refer ^ power is reset to the initial valueJP as shown in Fig. 8.

ence to Fig 3. At a processing step 101, the receiving The test signal is again; transmitted after the transmis-

power measurement circuit ' 26 measures received so. sion power is reset to the initial value IP. ^
-

power of a signal transmitted from a receiving station. At' [0021] The initial value IP of the transmission power is

a processing step 102, the initial value determining cir- determined depending on the change in . receiving

curt 16 and the increment value determining circuit 17 -power of the signal from.the receiving station. Fig. 5

determine the initial value IP and the increment value PI shows this relationship. By comparing data transmis-

for the transmission power, respectively, according to ' 55 sion conditions in the current communication with those,

the receiving power measurement value. At a process- in the previous communication, the initial value deter-

ing step 103, the transmission power control circuit 15 mining drcuit:l6 decreases the initial, value IP depend-

sets expected transmission power P to the initial value ing on the amount *.of increase of the receiving power

4
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when the receiving power is increased, tt is noted that tibn signals and control information in time axisr The =

the increase of the receiving power is due to reduced . spread circuit. tl converts an input' signal into a -wide-

signal attenuation between the receiving station and the:. band signal according:to spread spectrum communica-

transmitting station, Communication can be made with r . tion. The de-spread circuit 21 turns the converted.wide- l

a smaller transmission power. A/Vhen the- 1 receiving . :band signal into,an original form,-The radio transmission

power becomes small, the initial value IP is increased n circuit 12 modulates an output of the spread cirpuitj l tp ,,

by a smaller amount than the amount corresponding toe 1 have a radio frequency. The radio receiving circuit 22^
the receiving power- reduction/ The decrease of thev ;

'.' demodulates the received radio signal, T?ie transmis->. ,

receiving power is considered to be due to becoming . f sion control; cirpuit 19 is a,combination of the transmis- .
«

signal attenuation 'larger between the receiving station f0 : -sion power, ^control . circuit ; ,1 k5, thep jnitialj ~ value

and the transmitting station. However; the larger trans- > determining circuit 1 6, and the incremental value
;

deter- t
f

mission power ma/ interfere more and more with, other *
ji

, mining circuit 1 7„ The frame separation circuit 20 sep$- K

communication channel (s) that tise(s) the same fre^ . rates the signals arranged in time axis,,,
; • r, 0 * M

quency band range. Thus careful operation . is required .
ir-r {0026] When the transmission data is an audio signal, r

to increase the transmission power. ..v: v 15 thereis no : data;to be. transmitted in a sHent duration-

[0022] As shown in Fig.- 5, the inftfal vailue d^erniihing* * The amount of data .to ( be. transmitted is :thus signifi- ;

circuit 16 ;does not change the initial value IP^when the * cantly small.:. A. modification of the :present invention
,

transmission power is reduced 1 in a certain ranged The 1 includes such a case where the transmission of the test v

initial value determining circuit 16 makes the adjustment ^ ' signal is started after enough amount of data, to: be ;

value of the initial value ^IP smaller than the reduction 20 : transmitted are accumulated; This configuration contrib-; r

mount of the receiving power when the receiving pbwer *
• utes to reduction? of interference with other communica- *: „

is reduced 'relatively significantly. An adjustment value"- & ^tion channel(s) that use(s) ,the same frequency band

characteristic for "the initial 'value IP obtained wh'erithe ; range. .« u ; < : v. : r *
f ;•.;:.,-:*. c- ;

;

receiving power decrease's may be any one of charac- 1

H

'[0027] As described above, according to the present * -

teristics as long as the adjustment value is smaller than : invention, the initial value of the transmission power is L

the reduction mount of the receiving power. - r ' ;$ idDntrolleddependingron,the receiving power. More spe^?

[0023] Fig. 6 is a View illustrating data transmission . . ; .cifically, the ^transmission,- power initial -value, js
'

that requires a larger transmission power ras compared : decreased when the receiving power in the current

with the case 'shown in 'Fig; 4. As shown in Fig. 5,
1 the -communication is larger than that in the previous com-

transmission power Initial value IP is notso increased 30 .;>;rnunicationi On the other hand, : the transmission power 1

as the reduction of the receiving power: Therefore, the < r initial value.is increased when the receiving power in .the ,

test signals will be transmitted largernumber of times to <
. ? -current communication is smaller than that in the previ-

1

achieve the desired transmission power, if the. incre- ? ; : ous communication. In this, event, the transmission r,

ment value of the transmission 1 power is the same.fjn , ^power initial value.is changed at a smaller rate= in,
t

such a Case, that ; problem, is solved by initiating the, .35: increase than in decrease.; Such control of the.trans^rnis-

transmission of the test signal earlier *
.->r *

1

sion power initial . value t allows proper transmission

[0024] As for.the case shown in Fig. 6, the time dura- v power settings, ^whichi results in reduction of interfer-

tion tor the test signals can be reduced by means of *• / ence with other communication channel(s) that use(s) -.

increasing the increment .value.>;PI as shown in Fig. 7, - the same frequency band range as well as reduction of

while decreasing the number of -times to transmit the 40\ the power required. for.the transmission. .,

test signals.^
1

In Fig.?7, the increment value PI is set. : [0028] In addition, according toRepresent invention, -

larger when the receiving power is reduced. In Fig. 7; :.< the number of update times: before the transmission ,

the characteristic vis expressed as a mutti-stage step_ !

;
power reaches the desired value can be reduced by

function but any other characteristics may be used as ; . . means of increasing the increment value, of the trans-

long as the- increment value PI is;increased.jwhen the -45 mission power when the transmission.power initial valuer 1

receiving; power is reduced. •* ... r. h- . * ~ : ^increased in a relatively small.amount.. This also con-

.

[0025] Figi 9 is a block diagram showing.an embodir v tributes to the reduction of jnterferenqe with other com-

ment where the communication device according to the ^munication channel(s). *
<

: :
-

present invention is applied to spread-spectrum com- [0029] ( Furthermore, according to the present inven- .1

munication. Now, a device shown in Fig. 9 is described so
. tion, short test signals are transmitted before transmis-

in comparison with theone in Fig. 2.The modulation cir- . sion of the object;data {The objeqt data js transmitted -

cuit 13 in Fig. 2 is divided into three components in Fig. . after the transmission power is determined, reducing;:

9: a frame generation circuit 10/a spread circuit>T-1, and > interference with other communication channel(s).;;

a radio transmission circuit 12. The demodulation circuit ;.
.;

23 in Fig. 2 is divided into^two components in Fig. 9: a .55 . Claims

radio receiving circuit
! 22i and a despread circuit 21. The ;>

frame generation circuit 10 arranges either the object i . 1. A transmission power control method comprising =

transmission data or .the test signals with synchroniza- the steps of:- >:•-,-.

5
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measuring power of a receiving signal transmit-

ted from a receiving station;

determining an initial value of transmission

power according to a measurement value of

the receiving power; and 5

initiating the transmission of a signal with the

transmission power set to the determined initial

value; wherein, during the transmission,

the transmission power is increased until a

receiving station returns a receipt acknowledge w
signal and the transmission station detects the

receipt acknowledge signal;

the initial value is decreased when the receiv-

ing power in the current communication is

larger than that in the previous communication, is

while the initial value is increased when the

receiving power in the current communication

is smaller than that in the previous communica-

tion, and the initial value is changed at a

smaller rate in increase than in decrease. 20

2. A transmission power control method as claimed in

Claim 1 , wherein an increment value of the initial

transmission power is determined larger when the

measurement value of the receiving power in the 25

current communication is smaller than that in the

previous communication, than when the measure-

ment value of the receiving power in the current

communication is larger than that in the previous

communication. 30

3. A transmission power control method comprising

the steps of:

measuring power of a receiving signal transmit- 35

ted from a receiving station;

determining an initial value and an increment

value of a transmission power according to a

measurement value of the receiving power;

setting expected transmission power as the ini- 40

tial value; 5.

determining whether the number of transmis-

sions exceeds or not a predetermined thresh-

old value to return to the step of setting the

expected transmission power as the initial 45

value when the number of transmissions

exceeds the predetermined threshold value;

transmitting a test signal with the expected

transmission power when the number of trans-

missions are not larger than the predetermined so

threshold value:

waiting, for a certain period of time, a receipt

acknowledge signal from the receiving station;

and

increasing, when no receipt acknowledge sig- ss

nal is detected in the certain period of time , the

expected transmission power by the amount

corresponding to the increment value to return

: to the step of determining the,number of trans-

missions, and transmitting, when the. receipt

acknowledge signaHs detected in the certain

period of time; data that wanttojae transmitted,

\ with the expected transmission.power,

4. A communication device comprising: ~ ^

: receiving means for receiving a signal transmit-

ted from a receiving station as a. receiving sig-

nal;- 1 .

-
; *\ -

. >r

r receivings power measurement means for

measuring receiving power of the receiving sig-

. nal to produce a receiving power measurement

value; . f , , . .... —±

receipt acknowledge signal detection means

for detecting a receipt acknowledge signs,from

an output of said receiving means; r
- .\.

initial-value determining means for determining

. s an initial value of transmission power.according

to the' : receiving power measurement value :

supplied from said receiving power measure-

, ment means such that said-initial value, deter-,

mining means decreases the initial value of the

< transmission power when receiving power in

> the current communication is larger -than that .in

0 the previous ;.communication, while »the initial

value is increased when the receiving power in

the current communication is, smaller .than that

in the previous communication, and the initial

1 value is changed, at. a smaller rate, increase

. than in decrease ; and -* . - -

. transmitting means that initiates transmission

of data with the initial value of the transmission

power determined by said initial value deter:
,

...mining means, and increases gradually, tfte

transmission power. ...until-, said transmitting

means is notified of detection of the receipt

-. acknowledge signal.-. . * -ss *

A spread-spectrum communication device compris-

ing: * 1 • - •*>,* v j

receiving means for receiving a signal transmit-

ted from a receiving station as a receiving sig-

nal;

receiving power measurement means for

measuring power of the receiving signal to pro-

duce a receiving power measurement value;

receipt acknowledge signal detection means

for detecting a receipt acknowledge signal from

an output of said receiving means;

initial value determining means for determining

an initial value of transmission power according

to the receiving power measurement value

supplied from said receiving power measure-

ment means such that said initial value deter-

mining means decreases the initial value of the

BNSDOClD<EP 0917304A2 1 >
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transmission power when the receiving power

-Hn the current'communication is larger than that

in the previous communication, while the initial

value is increased when the receiving power in

the current'communication is smaller than that 5

in the previous communication, and the initial

value is changed at a smaller, rate increase

than in decrease ; and

transmitting means that initiates transmission

of data with the
1

initial value of the transmission 10

power determined by said initial value deter-

mining marisy and < increases gradually, the

transmission power until said transmitting

Cleans is notified of detection of the receipt

acknowledge signal .
'

•
'5

A communication device as claimed in Claim 4or 5,

wherein said transmitting'means transmits test fsig-

nal until said receipt acknowledge signahdetection

means detects'the receipt acknowledge signal, and 20

transmits, in responses the^detection of the receipt

acknowledge^ signal, "data which want tovbe^trans-

mitted; 'with the transmission power at the time of

the 'detection. ! *
1

• »

""" -

-i- *.i n: <.-'•> • .v- ~s v v 25

A communication? device: as claimed 'in * Claim 6,

wherein^said transmitting means begins transmis-

sion of the test signal -at an earlier timing wheathe

initial value of the transmission power is increased.
'

' »
: " '"j

.
• •

i, t"it 30

A communication device as claimed in Claim 6 or 7,

wherein an increment value of the transmission

power 1 used by said transmitting means is deter-

mined according to the receiving power measure-

ment value supplied from said receiving power 35

measurement means, and wherein said communi-

cation device further comprises incremenKvalue

determining means for determining a larger: incre-

ment value when the receiving power in the current

communication is smaller than that in the previous 40

communication,. than-when the receiving power/in

the current communication is larger than that in the

previous communication.

50
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 3
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